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REM--B RANDT
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It is impossible to describe the 700 pictures
With the exception of the Lutherans, the
majority of these Protestant denominations are that Rembrandt produced, of which about 500
found in English-speaking countries. One of remain. There is one, however, whlch shows
the most remarkable recent religious movements his powers in a way that is typical of all his
is the growth of the Church of Christ Scientist work. It is in the Royal Museum of Amsterdam,
(Christian Science), which was founded in Boston and, though long known as " The Night Watch,"
by Mrs. Eddy. (See Eddy, Mary Baker.)
has been proved to be a daylight. scene. It is a
life-sized picture of a group of 29 civic guards
REMBRANDT (rem'brant) (1606-69). When
hurrying out of their club house.
Shakespeare had but ten years more to live,
Each m.a n is painted with the loving care that
there was born in Leyden, Holland, a boy who
Rembrandt gave to single portraits, and yet
was to become one of the greatest painters of all
the composition is so
time. Just as the great
T H E ' ' S HA K E S P EA R E 0 F ·p A I N T I N G ' '
wonderful that the sepaEnglish dramatist could
rate figures are made
make a tr~th live through
second in interest to the
the reality of the men
effect of the whole. The
and women in his plays,
canvas is brilliant with
so the artist Rembrandt
colour, movement, and
- Rembrandt Harmensz
light. In the foreground
van Ryn, to give him his
are two men, one in bright
full name painted men
yellow and the other in
and women so that they
black. R-embrandt knew
seem as alive now as they
how to let the shadow of
were 300 years ago.
the one tone down the
Remhrandt's
father,
high light o£ the other.
who was a miller, inIn the centre of the painttended him for a learned
ing is a little girl dressed
profes.~ion, but the boy
in yellow. Many people
showed so little interest
WOD:der what she is doing
in ordinary studies that
all alone in that crowd of
they allowed him to follow
men. Joseph Israels, the
his own bent painting.
great Dutch artist, says :
He studied with artists
" If Rembrandt could
in Leyden and Amsterhave heard them he would
dam. All his early work
have answered with a
showed his intense desire
laugh, ' Don't you see
to learn to represent the
that I only wanted this
lines, light and shade, and
child as a focus for the
colour of the people he
saw . about him. Jewish This portrait of Rembrandt, painted by himself, mirrors light and a contrast with
the
face
of
one
who
loved
life
through
and
through,
from
beggars and venerable its gallant outward shows to its inner spiritual depths. all the downward lines
rabbis, prosperous merand dark colours ~ ' "
During the later years of his life Rembrandt
chants, soldiers, and cripples were his subjects.
When he had no one else, he used himself as lost some of his popularity. The Thirty Years'
War had impoverished all northern Europe, and
a model. It is estimated that he painted between 50 and 60 portraits of himself, not pictures and portraits were more than ever
through any sort of vanity, but because he luxuries. Many people objected to his free,
could use his own face as a mirror for the independent method of work, and to his subjects.
portrayal of an kinds of feeling.
Then, too, Rembrandt displeased many staid
burghers by his extravagance in buying the
Foremost Painter of His Day
In 1631 Rembrandt's work had become so pictures of other artists. His vast collection of
well known that he moved to Amsterdam. paintings was sold at auction before his death,
Numerous orders for portraits were given to and he died poor and ebscure.
B esides "The Night Watch," some of Rembrandt's
·him as the foremost portrait painter of the day.
chief
works
are
:
"
Marriage
of
Samson
"
and
"
Wedding
The beautiful fair-haired Saskia va11 Vylenborch,
Breakfast" (Dresden Gallery) ; "Saint Paul in Prison"
whom he married in 1634, was the model for
(Stuttgart) ; portrait of his brother (Berlin) ; " L esson
many of his more fanciful pictures. In addition in Anatomy " (The Hague) ; " Syndics of the Cloth
to portraits and set pieces, Rembrandt attained Hall" and "Jewish Bride" (Amsterdam) ; "Pilgrims
Emmaus " (Louvre) ; " Family Group " (Brunswick) ;
considerable fame for his landscapes, while as at
" Portrait of a Man " (Windsor Castle) ; portrait of
an etcher he takes his place among the foremost himself, and " The Adoration of the Magi " (Buckingham
of all time.
Palace).
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